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Abstract – In estimating the Quality of Service (QoS) of transmitted speech which has definitely suffered 

degradations under a number of network conditions, network approach has mostly been utilized in several 

applications. The perceptual approach which is user-centric and entirely does not depend on the network covers End-

to-End assessment of what happen at all nodes and platforms of the network. This work evaluated both approaches 

and found ways of correlations between them and the difference approaches of subjective and objective with values 

ranging between 0.848 and 0.871. Prediction errors ranged between 0.4264 and 0.4825. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of Quality of Service (QoS) of telecommunication services is built around service performance 

as determined by the level of satisfaction the end-user of the service derives from it. QoS is therefore defined by 

ITU-T Rec. E.800 (2008) as: “The collective effect of service performance that determines the degree of 

satisfaction of a user of the service” [1]. 

Of utmost importance to the viability and sustainability of telecommunication services provisioning, network 

operation, the business and accruable economic returns on network investment is the satisfaction derivable by 

users in their subscriptions to the network services and applications. Users’ expectations of quality, availability 

and reliability must be met as much as possible. 

Measuring the quality of transmitted speech, is very important, because it is both the starting point of 

improving QoS and a maintenance tool for quality satisfaction [2]. Measuring speech quality transmitted over a 

telephone network becomes useful to the extent of optimising speech transmission algorithms and aiding 

selection of coding algorithms for standardization [3]. 

Measuring quality of speech transmitted over telecommunication networks puts into consideration the 

characteristics of the speaker (human vocal system), the network equipment, and the hearer (human audibility) 

at the other end. The fact that speech naturally emanates from and is perceived by humans and as electrical 

signals go through networks, measuring the quality of transmitted speech is carried out from two different 

perspectives – the human perceptual perspective and the network measurements perspective. This work focused 

on evaluating quality of transmitted speech from these perspectives. 

In End–to–End (E2E) QoS assessment, irrespective of the type of network infrastructure and technology, and 

the design topology, quality rating using mouth–to–ear model is key. This is known as the perceptual approach 

to QoS assessment, which also provides a measure of the effects of transmission on the intelligibility of the 

transmitted speech. 

Measuring quality of transmitted speech from the perceptive perspective is Fundamentally Subjective, which 
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was noted “can be expressed in terms of how natural the signal sounds or how much effort is required to 

understand the message” [4]. This is based on listeners (subjects) judging speech quality using well-designed 

listening-only test method among other existing test methods. 

Nonetheless, the perceptual approach also entails objective techniques at estimating speech quality. The 

objective techniques are rather computational and are algorithms built around mimicking human auditory 

models. The second approach is to estimate speech quality from network perspective. This entails taking 

readings from network meters and indicators particularly from the Operations & Maintenance Centre (OMC), to 

determine values of certain network parameters. Measuring speech quality from network perspectives puts into 

consideration the fact and effects of voice coder imperfections, network systems noise and distortions, channel 

noise and attenuation conditions, and so on, on the transmitted speech. These meters and network indicators 

monitor the characteristic distortion conditions at every node and transmission architecture of the network. 

II. ASSESSING SPEECH QUALITY fROM NETWORK PERSPECTIVE 

Network perspective for measuring the quality of transmitted speech makes use of radio link parameters of a 

network to determine its performance. The collections of network conditions that degrade transmitted speech 

generally include the following: 

1. Packet loss;  

2. Background noise; 

3. Silence. 

4. Channel distortions; 

5. Frame erasures;  

6. Speech processing algorithms, like speech encoding (low bit-rate-encoding); 

7. Use of different types of algorithms like noise suppression algorithms, echo suppression algorithm, etc. 

8. Delay/Jitter. 

9. Echo. 

10. Handset/Terminal equipment type. 

Performance of mobile wireless networks is very dynamic due to various transmission phenomena subject to 

atmospheric effects, variability of users’ needs and unpredictability of users’ mobility, system functionalities 

and several other constraints. For the purpose of evaluating and monitoring network performance to determine 

its level of quality of service performance, characteristics of cellular networks known as the key performance 

indicators (KPIs) are determined, analysed and reported.  

To measure the quality of transmitted speech from networks perspective therefore entails monitoring certain 

network parameters known as non-perceptual metrics. These have been the basis on which speech quality was 

originally measured and controlled. They are obtained from measurements made on the network links through 

specialized data gathering systems and software, which include protocol analysers, drive testing, system 

monitoring protocols and meters/indicators in operations and maintenance centers (OMC) [5]. They include the f-  
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-ollowing [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] : 

1. Signal – to – Interference Ratio (SIR). 

2. Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) also known as Received signal Level (RxL). 

3. Received signal Quality (RxQual). 

4. Carrier-to-Interference (C/I) ratio. 

5. Bit Error Rate (BER). 

6. Frame Erasure Rate (FER). 

7. Handover within the network. 

8. Speech Energy. 

Also of important note is the location of the user of wireless telecommunication services within the coverage 

area of a base station affects the quality of service received by the user. The probability of having successful 

communications with high QoS increases when users are within an optimal distance to connecting base stations 

and conditions of favourable radio visibility exist [11]. 

The received signal level (RxL) in –dBm is an indicator of signal coverage or spread of signal strength 

coverage of a mobile wireless network. The received signal quality (RxQual) is a mapping of bit errors averaged 

over time on a scale of 0 for best quality to 7 for worst quality to provide an estimation of the speech quality. It 

is regarded as an estimate of current channel quality during a life call. One of the factors that increase the 

dropped calls rate (DCR) in a network is RXQual being within the worst quality range of 6 – 7, where calls 

become unintelligible. 

Carrier-to-Interference (C/I) ratio determines the level of interference suffered by the transmitted speech 

signal, with highly degraded signal quality having low C/I value. BER the number of bit errors in a transmission 

due to noise and other problems in the channel is a function of the carrier-to-noise ratio. Minde et al noted that 

channel conditions of co-channel interference, weak signals, and fading resulting from multi-path interference 

caused by obstructions on transmission paths are responsible for BER effects [6]. 

Frame Erasure Rate (FER) is a major speech quality parameter in wireless networks. A target FER ranging 

between 0.1 and 3 % is used in the outer loop power control (OLPC) to adjust transmission power and chosen to 

optimize network capacity. The need to balance enhancing network capacity with assuring optimum perceptual 

speech quality to users is of great concern to network providers [7]. When more errors occur at the bits level, that 

is, high BER, then it will be difficult for the network equipment to decode data frames properly. The result of 

this is that the FER becomes worse, although this is beyond certain level of BER when frames could not be 

rebuilt. 

When these parameters are optimally combined, they enable that the quality of speech passing through the 

network be effectively estimated. Al-Mashouq et al combine four parameters into the following equation to 

obtain an estimated quality score: [10] 
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where,    is RxL,    is RxQual,    is FER, and    is C/I,    is the weighting factor of the     parameter. 

These parameters are statistically analysed over specified time periods to obtain the minimum, maximum, 

mean, standard deviation and autocorrelation values. From these correlated parameters are obtained and used by 

quality estimator model to estimate quality of transmitted speeches as shown in Figure 1. 

III. ASSESSING SPEECH QUALITY FROM PERCEPTUAL PERSPECTIVE 

Human perception of the quality of speech received from a telecommunication network transmission is a 

physiological and psychological phenomenon carried out by the auditory and cognitive systems of the hearer. 

Quantitative measure of speech quality as perceived is provided through a statistical mean score of ratings made 

by listeners on particular scales. 

Perceptual measure of the quality of transmitted speech is subjective based on the cognitive sensations of the 

listeners. Most important psychological parameters for perceptual speech quality are Intelligibility (perception 

of the meaning or information content), Naturalness (degree of fidelity of speaker’s voice), and Loudness (level 

of absolute loudness at the receiver’s side) [12]. They are dependent on physical characteristics of speech signals 

shown in table 1. 

Table 1. Dependence of Psychological Parameters on Physical Characteristics. 

Physical Characteristics 

Psychological Parameters 

Intelligibility Natural-ness Loudness Overall Speech Quality 

Signal level X X X X 

Noise X   X 

Frequency response X X X X 

Distortion X X  X 

Delay X   X 

Echo X   X 

Packet loss X   X 

A. Subjective Techniques of Perceptual Speech Quality Assessment 

Perceptual assessment of speech quality is subjective, based on the opinion and judgments of listeners, and 

scored on specialized rating scales. Perceptual rating scales include the Absolute Category Rating (ACR) 

determined based on the absolute quality or level of goodness of the transmitted speech as perceived by the 

listener; the Degraded Category Rating (DCR) determined based on the level of inaudibility of the degradation 

suffered by the transmitted speech; and the Comparison Category Rating (CCR) determined based on how better 

or worse the speech sounds in comparison with the reference speech [13]. 

Depending on the particular condition being tested for, different test approaches adopted in subjective speech 

quality assessment include: listening-only test, conversational test, intelligibility test, double talk test, and 

talking and listening test [12]. The speech quality estimation value of any of these techniques is the Mean 
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Opinion Score (MOS) which is an averaging of subjects’ ratings. For listening-only test based on ACR scale of 

1 (bad quality), 2 (poor quality), 3 (average quality), 4 (good quality) and 5 (excellent quality), MOS rating is on 

the scale of 1 to 5. 

Well–controlled subjective quality test is been adjudged the most accurate and reliable means of assessing 

speech quality [2]. It however has the following constraints and short – comings [3, 4, 14, 15, 16, 17] : 

1. Requires large number of subjects to achieve statistically relevant results – at least 100 subjects (or 

interviews) per test condition; 

2. Very costly to run the test;  

3. Very slow – time consuming;  

4. Individual human opinion may be overestimated or underestimated, judgments may be misplaced, and 

performance may be misunderstood; 

5. Controlled acoustic environment is required; and 

6. Results are highly variable and not easily reproducible. 

B. Objective Techniques of Perceptual Speech Quality Assessment 

Objective methods also known as Instrumental methods make use of computational models to automatically 

estimate the perceived quality of speech signals without dependence on human subjects. The result is a quality 

value that would be as close as possible to that obtained through human subjects in subjective assessment. 

General characteristics of objective speech quality assessment techniques are as follows [4, 18]: 

1. They offer automatic voice quality assessment on communication systems; 

2. They are based on complex mathematical models; 

3. They utilize algorithms that compute a mean opinion score (MOS) value using a small portion of the speech 

in question; 

4. They can be coded and computerized; 

5. They are widely used to supplement subjective test results; 

6. They are less costly means of implementing signals quality assessment; 

7. They can be used to continuously measure speech quality on real-time basis on live telecommunication 

networks or voice processing systems. 

Objective models are parameter-based, signal-based and packet-layer models. Signal-based models are purely 

perceptual, and make use of models of speech production or speech signal likelihood [19]. Signal-based models 

are either intrusive or non-intrusive, with the intrusive models requiring the presence of both the reference 

(original) and the degraded speech signals for speech quality evaluation, while the non-intrusive require only the 

degraded speech signal to be compared with pre-stored reference speech features programmed with learning 

machines. 

C. Intrusive Objective Speech Quality Assessment 
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Intrusive models, also known as double-ended or input-output models, make use of the process of perceptual 

transform to extract key auditory features from ‘clean’ speeches and their degraded version. These auditory 

features are compared and their level of deviation is computed to obtain an estimated MOS value.  

The perceptual-domain intrusive models are based on psychoacoustic process of the peripheral auditory 

system in carrying out perceptual transforms of the original and the degraded speeches coupled with the 

cognitive processes in the human cortex system to obtain an integrated estimate of the speech quality [16]. This 

type of models include the Bark Spectral Distortion (BSD) to the more recent Perceptual Evaluation of Speech 

Quality (PESQ) [20, 21], and the Perceptual Objective Listening Quality Analysis (POLQA) [22]. 

D. Non-Intrusive Objective Speech Quality Assessment 

These are the single-ended, no-reference, or output-based perceptual models based on the a-priori and the 

signal-based approaches [16]. They do not require the original speech to be made available before the quality of 

the transmitted speech could be estimated. Unlike the Intrusive method (e.g. the use of drive test) which create 

additional load on the network, Non-intrusive methods measure network performance passively. 

Some a-priori models make use of codebooks of speech features while others are built around the speech 

production vocal system. Machine learning techniques are deployed which include the Gaussian mixture models 

(GMM), artificial neural networks (ANN), support vector machines (SVM), and random forest classifiers (RFC) 

in estimating the speech quality [23]. Then, the Vocal Tract model which works on the principle of derivation, 

reconstruction and detection and built around the speech production system was developed by Gray et al [24] and 

published in [25]. 

The signal-based non-intrusive models make use of machine learning techniques in mapping an artificial 

reference signal with the parametric features derived from the degraded signal. Such parametric features 

include: Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) coefficients, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) features, 

Line Spectral Frequencies (LSF) features. The mapping is done by calculating a Euclidean or cepstral distance 

in order to estimate the level of relative degradation suffered by the transmitted speech and consequently obtain 

the speech quality. 

IV. TRANSMITTED SPEECH QUALITY EVALUATION 

A total of 64 original speeches were recorded using professional recording equipment in accordance with 

guidelines in ITU-T Rec. P.830 and transmitted through three mobile wireless WCDMA networks, denoted as 

Networks A, B, and C. Subjective quality scores of the received (degraded) speeches were obtained from 

subjects. The original and received speeches were passed through PESQ test codes to obtain the raw MOS 

values on the scale of -0.5 to 4.5. These test scores were mapped to the subjective MOS scale of 1 to 5 using the 

ITU-T Rec. P.862.1 mapping function to obtain MOS–LQO values. Figures 1–3 show the scatter/regression 

plots for the transmitted speeches on the three wireless mobile networks. 

The regression functions for degraded speeches transmitted on the networks were calculated and shown in 

Table 2. 
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Fig. 1. Scatter/Regression plot of network a received speeches. 

 

Fig. 2. Scatter/Regression plot of network B received speeches. 

 

Fig. 3. Scatter/Regression plot of network C received speeches. 

Table 2. Regression Functions for the Networks. 

Network Regression Function, R 

A                     

B                      

C                     

V. STATISTICAL EVALUATIONS 

In order to determine the statistical accuracy of the computed MOS values obtained from the objective test, 

the Confidence interval was calculated. The Confidence interval was best calculated by obtaining the estimated 

standard deviation,      of the MOS values using: 
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where, N is the number of subjects, i =  number of test scores, and x is the test scores. 

The size of the listener panel chosen, was obtained from: 
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This was obtained as N = 20. 

where, L is the desired interval length,    is the standard deviation of individual MOS values, and a is a constant 

that depends on desired confidence level (e.g. a = 1 for 68% and a = 2 for 95%). 

In order to calculate the correlation between subjective and objective MOS values, the Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient (2) used is given by: 
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Normally, the Lp-norm is deployed to obtain correlation between perceptual MOS scores and network 

parameter values where the values are available. This is because linear methods do not produce precise correlate 

to perceptual scores [26]. It is given by: 
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where,    is the k-th measure of the parameter X in the i-th set, for various values of p. The arithmetic mean, that 

is L1-norm, was used instead of the quadratic mean, L2-norm, which could be adopted where there are large 

parameter variations. 

The result of the correlation analysis is in Table 3. 

Table 3. Correlation Coefficients for the Subjective and PESQ MOS-LQO scores. 

Network A B C 

Correlation Coefficient, R 0.854 0.871 0.848 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The dual methods available for assessment of the quality of transmitted speeches, namely: the network and 

the perceptual approaches were considered. Original speeches obtained from recording with professional sound 

equipment based on international standards were transmitted over mobile wireless networks and analysed using 

state-of-the-art perceptual quality estimation techniques. Results from the quality tests were analysed and 

presented. 
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